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surrounded on three sides by ancient avenues of trees—mostly
chestnuts though a few other kinds are interspersed—and he
found that the avenue down which, forsaking the Icen Way,
he now hurried, was formed entirely of chestnuts and made,
though their branches were bare, an interlacing roof, like that of
a cathedral cloister, over his head.
Turning southward again at the foot of South Street No-
man followed the Weymouth Road, which itself for at least
a mile was another avenue of trees. He passed the Dorchester
Brewery, with its immense chimney. He passed one of the
town's two railway stations. He passed the County Constabulary.
And a few seconds later found himself in sight of the low iron
railways that separate this southern highway from the Roman
Amphitheatre. Of this extraordinary legacy of the classic Empire
Dud had already caught a glimpse on his first arrival. He had
heard his mother's husband speak of it as "Maumbury Rings."
Indeed, it had been one of the taciturn musician's favourite
problems, on the occasions No-man could remember him in an
expansive mood, to speculate whether the Durnovarian legion-
aries confined their sport to the slaughter of wild beasts, or
whether certain among Cornelia Smith's Cymric ancestors—for
Aaron was never weary of malicious gibes at his wife's Welsh origin
—had reddened that turf-covered enclosure with their blood.
For some while before reaching Maumbury Rings, Dud
had been aware of a considerable though somewhat desultory
activity going on in a much-trodden expanse of ground on the
right of the road he was following. The Amphitheatre, like the
cemetery, was on the left of his road, as were the railway station,
the brewery, and the Constabulary. Thus his attention, ab-
sorbed in a mental image of how the bones of his unravished
bride would be lying, separated from him by the merest parcel
of earth-mould and grass, was kept automatically turned towards
his left, and he had only realized with the most vague conscious-
ness that there was some sort of small travelling Circus, even
at this early morning hour open to the public, on his right.
He had been tapping the ground steadily with his great
cudgel as he went along, and his awkward figure with its long
arms, bony countenance, and close-cropped skull might have
belonged to some necrophilistic Cerne Giant, intent on playing
the werewolf in a civilized graveyard, rather than to an innocent
antiquarian recluse.

